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Presentation Notes
Good day: ��I am CPO1 Forward, I am a project director in the RCN’s Director Naval Requirements. DNR is charged with satisfying the navy’s equipment needs looking out 5 years and beyond. The “6” section is responsible for communications. Among other duties, I am the Project Director for the naval projects tasked with upgrading RCN HF equipment on the ships. In the RCN, for many years, communications was considered a component of the warfare disciplines (anti-air, anti-surface, anti-submarine). Thus we have not have specialist communications officers for quite a few years. Although that has changed within the last few years, most officers in the communications community are still relatively junior. Thus the RCN employs Chief Petty Officers in line and staff positions where perhaps the other elements might have an officer. 
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The Fleet 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s fleet consists of anti-air warfare destroyers, general purpose frigates, underway refueling ships, submarines and coastal defence vessels. The ship shore communications of the major ships, destroyers, frigates and refuelers, is SATCOM with HF playing an important role tactically (i.e. out to 3 – 500 nm) and a complimentary role in the ship to shore communications roles. However, for the submarine, HF is a primary communications link between the boat and shore. Coastal defence ships are not normally assigned 24/7 SATCOM assets, so again HF plays an important complimentary role in the ship’s communications ashore. 
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  Current Naval HF infrastructure 

NRS Halifax:  
TX – Newport Corner 
RX – Mill Cove 

NRS Esquimalt:  
TX – Matsqui 
RX – Aldergrove 

Ottawa  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RCN HF SHORE INFRASTRUCTURE:The RCN mans two Naval Radio Stations, one on each coast. NRS Halifax has its’ receiver site at Mill Cove, and its’ transmitter site at Newport Corner. All remotely controlled from Halifax. NRS Esquimalt in BC receives traffic at Aldergrove and transmits from Matsqui, all remoted to Esquimalt. The role of the Naval Radio Stations is to provide communication and information processing services to support Command and Control for DND and the CF within its’ area of responsibility. As well, it is NRS responsibility to provide operational support with regards to satellite, broadcast, and messaging to Canadian, NATO and/or Allied deployed units (i.e. ships, submarines and aircraft). 
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HF Broadcast 
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Up to 5 frequencies 

Up to 7 broadcasts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BROADCASTS: Broadcast traffic is simultaneously transmitted on multiple High Frequency (HF) and Low Frequency (LF) circuits. Data carried consists of ACP 127 formatted messages at speeds between 300 and 1200 baud depending on the capability of the receiving units. Each NRS always provides a 24/7 national ‘area’ broadcast that can be copied across the full extent of its’ area of responsibility. This broadcast will be simultaneously transmitted on multiple frequencies, with more available to optimize performance for the time of day.  Also available 24/7 is a ‘local’ national broadcast serving minor war vessels and submarines operating in the coastal operations areas. It is also simultaneously transmitted on multiple frequencies with spares available.  A number of other broadcasts are available on demand; a contingency national area broadcast, NATO or Allied area broadcasts (depending on coast and requirement), GCCS area broadcast (CANEYES only), an Allied local area broadcast and a weather broadcast. 
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RCN Broadcast Support 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SUMMARY:  Each coast provides 24/7 a national area and a local area broadcast. A number of other broadcast services are available as required. As well, up to 8 Ship/Shore circuits, with a mix of voice and data circuits, can be operational at the same time. Of course Air/Ground/Air is manned 24/7. 
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RATT SHIP/SHORE 

ZKR 
Up to 3 frequencies 

Up to 12 available frequencies for ship/shore. 
Up to 8 simultaneous: 
2,  
4,  
6,  
8 … ETC 
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Available frequency selected from ZKR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RATT SHIP/SHORE (RSS): The Radio Teletype (RATT) Ship/Shore system (RSS) is available 24/7. At the NRS’s it consists of a both transmit and receive capability. Ships/submarines at sea can utilize RSS to transmit administrative and operational messages ashore.NRS’s continuously transmit their available working frequencies on 3 different HF frequencies. Known to operators as the ZKR list, it informs ships and submarines at sea of what HF frequencies are available for them to transmit their traffic to the NRS. At the NRS’s the RATT Ship/Shore system simultaneously monitors and detects a maximum of twelve HF radio frequencies. It can receive and processes up to six simultaneous encrypted HF RATT links in the 2 to 30 Hhz range. Two voice links are also monitored. Thus a total of eight simultaneous encrypted links consisting of any permutation of six HF data and two voice links can be received and processed at a time. When a frequency is being used by a ship to send messages ashore, it will be removed from the ZKR list until the ship is finished. 
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Other HF requirements 

 
• Maritime Rear Link   
• Link 11 (and multi-link?)  
• AGA(?) 
• Tactical voice and data circuits 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maritime Rear Link: HMC ships must maintain a time stamped, traceable, guarded link with it’s higher headquarters ashore. At the moment this is a full-duplex HF circuit sending RATT, it is also simultaneously guarded on UHF Satellite when available and for ships fitted with a SATCOM MUX it is a dedicated port. There is discussion as to what a MRL may look like in the future. Link 11: It is standard procedure for HMC ships to establish a Link 11 connection with North Bay (Sidecar) when sailing in Canadian waters. The introduction of new link capabilities in modernized Halifax Class frigates may change the nature of the requirement. Air/Ground/Air (AGA): AGA provides HF long-range communications between aircraft and shore-based operational authorities. It is manned and available 24/7. The AGA system in MARLANT is also part of the NATO Maritime Air Telecommunications Organization (MATELO). A bilateral agreement with the United States allows USN aircraft to make separate use of the Maritime Command AGA Network.In addition to providing an operational network for Maritime tasked aircraft, AGA stations provide telephone patches to and from aircraft, terminal weather for selected bases and a back-up communications system for ships/subs in the event that all transmitters of a Canadian Area Broadcast become unserviceable. Communications are also provided between SAR aircraft and RCC Halifax. NRS Halifax AGA will also provide backup services for MACS Trenton and visa versa.Tactical Voice and Data: A quote from Cmdr Sing sums up the use of HF communications in the tactical environment at sea, a battlespace extending out 3 – 500 nautical miles. ”The Canadian Navy cannot fight the war at sea without an HF capability”. 
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MaritimE Next generAtion Communications suitE - MENACE 

MARitime Communications Upgrade Ashore - MARCUA 

The future of HF in the RCN 

Command and Control in a Denied or Degraded Environment (C2D2E) 

For HF communications the RCN must have an ACT: 
 Accessibility 
  Coverage 
   Throughput  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RCN “NON-SATELLITE’ IERsOne of the developing communications requirements for the navy is to define the requirements for “Command and Control in a Denied or Degraded Environment”. In other words, communications without a satellite. It is widely accepted that HF will have a role in this requirement. Can HF communications provide:  	Accessibility: 99.999% ? 	Coverage: The RCN is moving into new operations areas, especially the north. The coverage and accessibility expect must meet the requirement (for example a MRL)	Throughput: Future technologies promise large gains in the amount of data that can be sent through a HF circuit. Projects of record:MENACE is concerned with upgrading the current HF systems deployed in the fleet. With the RCN expending tremendous effort to upgrade its’ SATCOM capability, this project has been on hold. MARCUA is a project, also on hold, that the navy created to upgrade the shore infrastructure at the NRS’s. 
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New construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SUMMARYIn upgrading the current fleet of ships, and projecting the requirement to the forthcoming classes such as Joint Support Ship (JSS), Arctic and Offshore Patrol ship (AOPS) and the Canadian Surface Combatant (CSC) the RCN acknowledges that HF has a role in tactical communications. The exact requirement for a Maritime Rear Link in a satellite denied environment is still to be exactly defined. Note that a satellite denied environment need not have been caused by any sort of hostile event. Operations in the high north, or submarines in many situations, operate in this condition. It is projected that in a C2D2E environment, HF will be viewed as the primary communications to support this Command and Control circuit and provide complimentary communications capability to units whose primary communications link between the ship and shore is expected to be SATCOM (JSS for example).   
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• Questions/discussion  
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